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Teresa Truman

Teresa was the facilities coordinator for commencement for the past 18 years. She managed a warehouse of signage for the entire campus, and managed the crews who place them before, during the event, and teardown afterwards. She also coordinates the crews' toolboxes so they have the materials to do their work. She makes sure the crews are fed, have enough to drink (it can be SO HOT or cold), and helps triage problems as they arise to name a few of her responsibilities.

Mary Opperman’s comments sum it up best:
“We were so fortunate to have Teresa as a member of the commencement team. Year after year she has given up the precious Memorial Day weekend (and countless hours and nights before) to make the event a success. She approached each year with renewed energy, good humor, and patience. How fortunate Cornell has been to have such a dedicated professional.”

Congratulations Teresa!
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